
Artist Luke Piper at work on the Saint Michael ley line on Maesdown Hill. Photograph: Luke Piper

Saint Michael is no regular saint. He didn't come to Somerset and plant a thorn, like

Saint Joseph of Arimathea. Nor is he a do-gooder like Dunstan, the 10th-century abbot

of Glastonbury and archbishop of Canterbury. Michael is an archangel. He is certainly

the calibre of saint to have a major ley line named after him.

You can get technical and talk about the Michael Line falling on an azimuth of around

242° or you can get numinous and refer to the traditional dragon sites of south-west

England that it bisects, such as Glastonbury Tor.

You can't fail to be impressed that the line stretches more or less straight from St

Michael's Mount, Cornwall, to Hopton-on-Sea, Suffolk. It passes through a series of
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landmarks and villages named after him and is intertwined with another line marked by

St Mary's churches.



It helps to be magical or mythical in Somerset. There's something wizardish about

Somerset painter Luke Piper (lukepiper.com), who is painting some of the more

compelling landscapes along the Michael Line; also, the Mary Line passes through the

Somerset village of Chesterblade, where he lives.

"Whatever the symbolism, – dragons, saints, rainbow gods or whatever – landscape has

a meaning," he says. "It's fulfilling for me to revisit places with a new perspective.

Something clicks.

"Rather than just painting a church or a hill, you can see a line go through it. It affects

the composition. A lot of the old masters do the same with ways or routes."

To call Luke a Somerset painter makes him sound like a local decorator. Luke is arts

establishment aristocracy. He is the son of the painter Edward Piper and grandson of

Betjeman's Shell Guide illustrator, the artist John Piper. In his spare time, he is one of

Michael Eavis's most capable lieutenants in the organisation of the Glastonbury festival,

carefully sited on the Michael Mary lines by dowser and original festival organiser

Andrew Carr.

"When people forget the importance of the landscape – that there is a spirit or energy

there – they lose touch with a big part of what it is to be human," says Luke. "We used to

go to places like stone circles not as tourist attractions but to connect with them. Like

the Glastonbury festival, these places are there to be shared, not to be possessed."

From a practical, painterly point of view, Saint Michael is associated with high places.

His churches tend to be on the tops of hills, and that makes for good landscapes.

However, Luke does not go a bundle on the sainthood side of it. "The Saint Michael and

Saint Mary part is a red herring," he says. "It's a way of saying: 'Forget about the

landscape, go to church, say your prayers and pay your taxes.'"

Thanks to the mysteries of church and government funding, and the enthusiasm of local

caretakers, many landmarks on the Michael and Mary lines are available to view. One

way to see them is with Richard Dealler of marymichaelpilgrimsway.org. He has written

a guidebook (price £6.50) and also leads camping tours along its route. "I see the Mary

Michael Pilgrims Way as a form of radical reconnection with the land," he says. "In our

busy world, I see a craving for this."

Both Richard and Luke say they are not campaigning for the line to be "opened up" as a

walking route. Others take the country code into their own hands. Luke says he has seen

places where enthusiastic ley-liners have cut through livestock fencing.

Luke hasn't decided on the details yet but there will be an exhibition of his work along

the Michael and Mary lines when he finishes in 2015. Some will be on display from
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23 March to 6 July this year at the Museum of Somerset (somerset.gov.uk) in Taunton.
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